
PAteam Overview
ExEcutivE Summary

Truly integrating robot and the human workforce by providing a fully 
flexible and easy to use interface to create and maintain dialogs.

ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION IS OUR THING!

PAteam was born from professionals who have been 

part of companies that helped bring RPA to the world 

stage. The whole team is organized around the belief 

that RPA is the 4th revolution which will exponentially 

grow productivity, customer service and employee 

satisfaction. Our focus as a company is to know what 

our customers want most and what our company 

does best. And concentrate on where those two meet.  

Consulting

Development
Delivering on the high 

expectation of RPA takes a 

technically competent team. 

We built our team from talented 

individuals who not only focus 

on RPA, but also bring a unique 

background and skill to the whole 

team. We start with individuals 

who are strong in development, 

put them through the same 

training and enablement we 

scale our customers with, and 

only when they are ready, do 

we put them on projects. This 

means that our customers only 

work with the best development 

team who is certified on multiple 

RPA platforms, built best 

practices from our deployment 

of thousands of robots, and 

has the enablement of real 

world delivery before working 

directly with customers.

Even with the strongest 

automation tool you sometimes 

face issues with connecting 

to applications, web services, 

or gaps in the tool. Our own in-

house R&D department with 

deep knowledge on Robotics 

and AI, together with a strong  

relationship with automation 

vendors enable us to deliver 

projects within a short time-line. 

RPA is a balance between a long 

term transformative strategy, 

and the technology to achieve 

that goal. We partner with our 

customers to start with the 

very beginning of the journey. 

Starting with looking into daily 

processes of the organization, 

we help narrow down the first 

use cases for automation – 

this is specifically where a lot 

of failures in RPA start. Taking 

into consideration the process, 

budgets, organizational strategy, 

and other considerations, 

we build out a journey with 

our customers. Focusing on 

partnering with our customers 

to truly realize their RPA goals, 

you won’t just get a “Training 

Session” and a Long PDF thrown 

at you. We will work with your 

organization hand in hand to 

build a working organization 

which delivers automations 

and it’s promised ROI to truly 

transform your business.

PAteam.co

We aim to create a world class organization fully dedicated to realize 

the full potential of RPA and it’s adjacent technologies and to help our 

customers be the innovative leaders in their own domain.  Empowering   

companies   whose   thoughts and ideas make them successful, 

by allowing them to  independently  take  control  of  what  is  most  

important.  Helping  businesses  to  be  the  best  versions  of  themselves!

Info@pateam.co

8000+

100+

10+

30+

Attended and 
Unattended robots 

deployed in production

Years of RPA 
experience in 

various industries

Global 
Enterprise
Customers

Customers in over 30 
different countries 

across 3 continents. 
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